For better or worse, students are becoming increasingly attuned to the moving image and less patient with mere words on a page. More than sixty years ago, Samuel Rosenkranz wrote that teachers "refuse to recognize the fact that they [students] are going to the picture shows, and that we must adapt our literature and composition courses in such a manner that adequate recognition is given to the fact that there are some genuine needs to be met" (Rosenkranz 1931, 824) .
Today, VCRs exist in over seventy-five percent of American homes, television sets stay turned on for over seven hours a day, cable television operators offer hundreds of viewing alternatives, and students spend hours playing video games, so getting students to spend time reading or writing is more challenging than ever. For further proof of the appeal of the moving image, compare the number of teenagers in the crowds in the video store waiting to check out the new releases with the number of teenagers loitering around the "new releases" section of books at the local library. In response to the electronic media's usurpation of student attention, many state and federal officals have urgently delivered edicts to parents that they "turn off their televisions" and instead encourage their children to read. Despite such advice, the networks, Hollywood, and cable television companies have managed to eke out enough profit to stay in business: Undeniably, most students spend more time with nonprint media than with books.
TEN REASONS TO USE SCREENWRITING IN ENGLISH CLASS
Screenwriting is one effective way to use students' familiarity with the electronic media to foster reading, writing, and media literacy Screenwriting in English class has the following positive attributes:
1. Screenwriting motivates students to write. Because most students have spent more time in front of their television sets and in movie theaters than at home reading literary classics, they are interested in "writing a movie." 2. Screenwriting involves a full-blown writing process and more. Students brainstorm, research, write character biographies, visually construct scenes, critique the writing of peers, and must be able to effectively write dialogue as well as description. 3. Screenwriting requires both individual and group work. While much of the initial writing in the unit requires that students work individually, when it comes time to shoot the video, students must negotiate their individual roles within their groups, discuss, and select the screenplay to be shot, and decide on how to go about shooting it. To begin, students do three short, shotgun writing assignments.
First, they list their all-time favorite films (at least ten). Next, they identify common elements on their favorite films list. Do they enjoy suspense, action, westerns, detective stories, romance, adventure, or documentaries?
The third assignment, composed after the first two assignments have been completed, is a description of two or three films that they would like to see made. One student, Jayne, wrote, "I'd like to see a film of a romance between a black man and a black woman, without any explicit sex or psycho Usually, about half of a screenplay is devoted to the main action, or the conflict of a story, with approximately a fourth used to establish the setting and another fourth to provide a resolution. Students write several sentences (most students do it in three or four sentences) for each section in order to flesh out their ideas for the three parts of the story. For example, Keli described the conflict in her story this way:
Diane can't stand her mother's new boyfriend, Tyrone. Something about him gives Diane the creeps. The mom acts totally different, kind of like one of Diane's more immature friends, when Tyrone is around. Tyrone never talks about his work, says he is "an independent businessman." One night when she goes out with a wild friend (Shantell), Diane sneaks into a nightclub. In the nightclub, she spots Tyrone at a table with a woman. Although Diane comes up and says "hello," Tyrone acts like he doesn't recognize her.
Activity Three: Character Biographies
Required writing: List of all main characters with brief descriptions about each In-depth description of at least one main character Students list adjectives or write a paragraph describing the physical and emotional dimensions of all major characters. For example, Juan described one of his characters this way:
Garth is like Clint Eastwood probably was at 16, doesn't say much, isn't that good-looking, but still has all these high school girls, and even some college girls crazy for his bod. The guys don't really like him because they know that if they pick on him, he's going to hit back. And he's going to hit back hard.
Next, students zero in on one (or more) main character(s) who will be the focus of the screenplay and write in more detail about them. These biographies might include a physical description (height, weight, usual type of dress), information concerning the way the character sits, walks, and speaks; the place in which he/she lives, friends, job, hobbies, mannerisms, political beliefs, habits, and other pertinent details. The phrase that many writing teachers repeat often, "Show, don't tell," is equally critical in getting students to create believable, interesting characters for film.
For his in-depth character biography, Will wrote: Students get out all of their previous writings (character sketches, plot summary, description of the setting on an index card) and spread them out so they can see all of them at once. Then they decide a possible series of events that might happen to their main character(s). On 3" x 5" index cards, students write no more than one or two sentences about the locations that the main character might visit.
Matt, for example, wanted to write a story about a football player, a senior in high school, who gets caught cheating on his final exam in English, thus endangering his chances at graduation and an athletic scholarship. The first scene showed the senior cruising the hallways, talking with his friends between classes. In the second scene, the senior was at the football practice field where the team worked out after school. The third scene moved to the coach's office, where a coach tells him about a possible visit by a recruiter from a big-name college. The fourth scene took place at home, where the senior struggles to understand his school notes, then constructs a cheat sheet on a scrap of paper. In this manner, Matt visualized the basic locales for his story. Activity Five: Backtrack the Main Character Twenty-four Hours Before the Story Takes Place Required writing: Short piece of fiction that puts the main character into action for a day When I first started asking students to write scripts, I discovered that many students attempted to begin their stories from the very beginning rather than in medias res. Backtracking the main character for twentyfour hours before the story takes place familiarizes the student with the thought processes of the main character(s) at the moment that the screenplay opens. Some students enjoy writing the backtrack so much that they want to begin their screenplays a day earlier. That is fine, but students still should be encouraged to write another 24-hour backtrack from whence the story opens. Field (1984) suggests that the main character, the dramatic premise, and the circumstances surrounding the action be introduced within the first few pages of the script. In other words, all the work assigned in the previous activities-the character sketch, the screenplay paradigm (in which students decided on conflict, setting, and resolution), the 24-hour backtrack, the ten to twenty notecards, the sample screenplay adaptation of a short story-should have an impact on the construction of the first few pages. In most films, the opening ten minutes or so involves following the main character around so that the audience can get a "feel" for the story.
Students use their index cards as a base structure around which to build the action of the story and often revise their cards through the first day of filming. Length of screenplays vary with each student's level of interest, attention span, and patience. Generally, one page of a script is equivalent to one minute of screen time, so a script of twenty-five pages would last approximately twenty-five minutes. During peer editing, students get into groups of four to six and share their screenplays. Every student reads the scripts of all members of the group with the intent of deciding which screenplay would likely make the best film. Each student responds to all screenplays, noting out good points, scenes that they did not like or understand, and parts of the story that might be difficult to capture on film. The group votes on which screenplay to shoot and who will act as the stars, the cinematographer, the set designer, and the director.
Two class periods during the unit are "on the set" days when I check out video cameras from the library and allow students to videotape in the classroom or on school grounds. Most groups want to film after school, so I use the video cameras furnished by parents of group members or check video cameras out with the library after school.
After all videos have been shot and the videotapes and scripts turned in, students respond individually on a group assessment form concerning each member's contribution (including their own) to the group. Inevitably, it will take some groups longer to produce a finished video than others. I always give non-negotiable deadlines first, then negotiate once I see students feverishly working to finish their projects.
Few activities match the excitement of the premiere of a student-produced, student-scripted, student-acted video. However, to keep the level of excitement in scripts and videos high, premieres are usually limited to two to four (depending on length) per week.
THE POWER OF SCREENWRITING
Because many products of the electronic media aspire to be nothing more than profitable pap and succeed beautifully at it, educators have often viewed television, video, and film with a certain degree of contempt. True, the language of film and television is not as sophisticated as that of literature (Baines 1993) . But, Ong (1967 Ong ( , 1982 has pointed out that film and television still rely primarily on words to communicate their messages. Television shows and movies are derived from written scripts which are constructed and revised well before any actual production begins.
Screenwriting is difficult, challenging work involving writing, rewriting, and more rewriting. It is a way to get previously lackadaisical students to produce stacks of written work about characters, plot, setting, dialogue, conflict, and description. In addition, students are compelled to think critically about writing, images, and sounds; they experience first-hand how nonprint media can be manipulated for specific purposes; they collaborate actively with their peers and use a variety of skills and intelligences. Perhaps most importantly, during the screenwriting unit, students want to write and film the best video ever made. And when students want to do well, teaching is a blast.
